
We are living amidst COVID 19 that has changed our life 

dramatically with more pain and misery. The political 

crises of Myanmar and Afghanistan and the changing   

climate further aggravates the situation making the issues 

more complex especially to the marginalised and the 

vulnerable in the region. Communal harmony continues to 

be a burning issue in South Asian countries.  Sri Lanka is 

facing an economic crisis.

In this scenario, we need to express our solidarity with the 

suffering masses and reflect on what contribution we can 

make towards bringing about peace and social justice and 

support people-centered development processes with our 

communication expertise.

People-centered development is an approach that focuses 

on improving local communities' self-reliance, ensuring 

social justice, and access to participatory decision-

making that affects their life. 

It is concerned about values of justice, sustainability, and 

inclusiveness in the process of development.  

 

People-centered development advocates small-scale 

community actions to enhance economic self-reliance, social 

capital and creation of reliable sources of income.

 

It is concerned with democratic processes, accountability, 

access to relevant information and gender equality.

Objectives of the Webinar:

1.To understand the challenges faced by people due to 

COVID 19, climate changes, political crises and their impact 

and effect on the 'people-centered' development processes.

2.To explore various possibilities of associating with 'people-

centered' development initiatives in different parts of Asia.

3.To identify ways and means to mobilize resources and 

generate media materials to support development initiatives.
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SAA Webinar and Assembly links:

SA Website Page SAA2021 Link:
https://www.signisasia.net/register/

SAA2021 Registration Form Link: 
https://bit.ly/SAA2021Register

eCard Link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A_9cFM_ZVJu0r1
2oBxKkc-7jR6t4olSk?usp=sharing

Poster Schedule Link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A_9cFM_ZVJu0r1
2oBxKkc-7jR6t4olSk?usp=sharing

SAA2021 Evaluation Form (for use after the event):

SIGNIS Asia  Assembly & Contests 
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SATV Conference

Was it a blessing in disguise?

Owing to CoVid-19, SIGNIS Asia TV Desk could not hold a 
conference but resorted to an online one. Thanks to the 
online format, we were able to invite more influential 
speakers such as Cardinal Tagle, Myanmar's Cardinal 
Maung Bo, Korean Cardinal Andre Yeom, and Pontiff 
Nuncio Alfred Xuereb. 

We also collaborated with a broadcasting company using 
mixed-media.  Collaboration and convergence are trends of 
modern society. All companies work with other companies 
at some point.

In fact, even competitors could be partners. Apple 
manufactured I-phones and also used Samsung parts such 
as OLED. Moreover, convergence has been spontaneously 
occurring in media fields at several areas such as 
industries, sharing media devices, networking, and 
providing services. 

For example, a broadcasting company and a 
telecommunication company may converge. The 
telephone and the PC have converged into a smart phone. 
TV programs and YouTube contents have merged on the 
Internet.  
.

Therefore, it was only fitting that SIGNIS Asia TV Conference 
followed such trends.

Collaboration with CPBC

The ‘SATV 2021' would not have been possible without the 
collaboration of Catholic Peace Broadcasting Corporation 
(CPBC).

SIGNIS Asia TV desk handled liaisoning with presenters and 
keynote speakers, while CPBC produced the program by 
composing and airing it live at the CPBC studio.  SA TV Desk 
was in charge of the software, while CPBC was in charge of 
the hardware.

The collaborative efforts began with a meeting with Romulus 
Lee, the Head of Contents Division of CPBC. The moment we 
began the discussion, we confirmed the fact that we shared 
the same vision.

Romulus said, 'The aims of both SA TV Desk and CPBC are  
similar, to spread the Good News through contents and 
media. SIGNIS members worked from their platforms, while 
CPBC staff worked as part of their profession. I think we 
worked not to support SIGNIS but to carry out our own 
mission'.

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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This conference was planned and designed in March 2020. 
The members of the Core Team of SIGNIS Asia TV desk, 
Bernard from the Philippines, Augustine from Singapore, 
Fr. Lalu from Indonesia, and myself had a series of 
meetings to decide on the concept, the direction, and the 
basic structure of the programme. 

The Director of CPBC Ms. Helena Choi joined the Core 
Team, along with two young minds, Lyka Lakindanum 
from the Philippines, and Suman Ghale from Nepal, 
recommended by Lawrence John.

During the production, the Programme Director of CPBC 
Jung Buyng-chang too joined us. After several zoom 
meetings of SIGNIS Asia TV Desk with presenters, we 
were able to come up with a concrete virtual programme 
format.

Mixed Media

I coined the term “Mixed-Media” for this conference 
because we planned to use several channels. I believe that 
'content and production' carry equal weight in internet 
era. One-source-multi-use is one way to effectively utilize 
contents. Therefore, we decided to air it live through 
YouTube and Zoom, and after the conference, to air the 
edited version of the programme. 

5SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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We can use the contents for production of various 
programmes and even publish a book.

CoVid-19, sadly, may not disappear from us soon and a 
similar pandemic could break out at any time. We need to be 
prepared always to respond to such situations�positively, 
using creative methods of reaching out to people. The virtual 
conference through Mixed-Media can be one such new way 
and I hope that the SATV Conference 2021 would remain as 
a model for future SIGNIS activities.

Romulus once said, “If a person executes a new project 
successfully, others may like to follow the same procedures. 
These procedures may be difficult to follow but certainly  will 
produce the expected results. The team would be happy if  
SIGNIS members apply this model in their work”. 

                                            - Seung-wal Francis Kim 

In this conference, a popular SNS separately aired the 
address of Cardinal Maung Bo because many Koreans were 
very much interested in Myanmar's current situation.  I 
was also intending to air the conference through facebook 
and Instagram but somehow, it could not materialize. 

Have you ever heard of “Media Mix”? I learned this phrase 
when I visited an Austrian radio station, ORF1, for 
benchmarking in 2003. They said “Media Mix” is to plan 
and execute the whole procedures of production, which 
include planning, broadcasting, and using the programmes 
even after broadcasting them. 

‘Opera Program” is a suitable example. It is a programme 
that promotes opera performances, sells tickets to 
audience, and airs the performance of the opera as a 
programme. After the performance, they make and sell 
discs of the opera. 

Mixed-media conference is like an initial step to mixed 
media. 

SATV Conference

Cardinal Maung Bo

Cardinal Andre Yeon Romulus Lee

Fr. Joseph Anucha

Nuncio Alfred Xuereb Helen Osman
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A Story from Vietnam 

'Saigon' was the traditional name of the most crowded 
and lively city in the south of Vietnam before it was 
changed to Ho Chi Minh City in 1975. 

This city was hit by the fourth wave of COVID-19 
pandemic around the end of May 2021 which led to strict 
locked-down situation. All entrances to the city in and out  
were severely controlled. Everyone needed to have a 
COVID visa valid for 3 days. There are isolated wards and 
districts inside the city where people get stuck and lose 
jobs, and in some poor areas, migrant workers are 
desperate for food, money for daily needs.

Tough time for volunteers
The government had applied decree number 12 from 21 
July onwards, which allowed an household to get out for 
market only twice a week  with tickets which made the 
situation tough for the  poor and volunteers who 
distributed food for months. 

In spite of the barriers along the street, and the strangest 
quiet of the city ever, social media turned out to be the 
best way to reconnect with each other. There are around 
75 million Facebook users in Vietnam and Facebook 
groups are helping each other in the pandemic offering 
medical advice, food, financial and volunteer support to 
the people in need

Zalo is another crowded platform like Whatsapp in recent 
days which was launched by VNG corporate in 2012. 

We also have Viber and other chatting platforms. However, 
Zalo helps us to connect easily with YouTube, Facebook, 
Instagram with high quality photos and facility to attach and 
restore films when people change their device. During the 
first quarter of 2021, there were 62 million Zalo users, sending 
around 900 million messages, 45 million pictures and making 
50 million minutes of free calls every day.

Miracles of Kindness
During the strict quarantine period in Saigon, people use Zalo 
to send out messages for support as well as connect with 
family members who are located in different isolated areas. 
Many residential groups created Zalo groups to announce 
news and notices promptly.

People do follow social distancing, but they come closer to 
each other through digital technologies to ignite love and 
humane spirit. I just recall what once Padro Arrupe SJ said, 
“Fall in love, stay in love, and it will decide everything”. 

May the digital era continue to witness the real miracles of 
kindness via virtual platforms.              
                                                    - Vi Cao, Vietnam.

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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The SIGNIS Asia TV Conference, which sought solutions for 
the Catholic media during the Pandemic, was a resounding 
success. The three-day conference was full of profound, 
creative and compassionate messages from the speakers 
and presenters, and touching musical performances.

Through them, we got connected with each other at  
deeper level.

The conference invited us to establish new ways of Catholic 
communication. The sharing of experiences by global 
Catholic communities through multiple media platforms 
truly inspired all of us. 

Messages that particularly resonated with me as the 
conference host were ‘Communication, Connectivity and 
Cooperation with love;.

Online platform, the alternative!
Communication is essential for continuing our work in the 
time of difficulties. Although we had to maintain social 
distancing, follow ‘work and study from home new norms’, 
with no public meetings etc., we found alternatives in 
online platforms. 

These changes accelerate digitalization, individualization, 
and contactless societies, which will eventually make us  
feel separated and wanting to escape isolation. This is the 
reason why many speakers and presenters highlighted 
‘’connectivity’ as an essential need. 

Connectivity is inevitable in the digital era, as all of us are 
part of the greater networked web. We have no other option 
but to build relationships with each other. 

The Online world provides more opportunities for us to 
reach out to others. But we set limitations to our 
relationships by interacting with just a few.

We must be mindful of who we connect with and how we 
build relationships. 

In fact, not everyone can have  access to digital media and 
this can cause inequality among people and lead them to 
feel disconnected. 

Let’s fight the virus of indifference!
Cardinal Charles Muang Bo, the Archbishop of Yangon, 
Myanmar said ‘we must fight the virus of indifferences 
among us; and Fr. David Arockiam from India encouraged 
us to reach out to the isolated. 

This advice echoes the Pope's desire “to build bridges to 
reach out to those socially marginalized and embrace them” 
as quoted by Archbishop Alfred Xuereb, the Apostolic 
nuncio to South Korea.
.
No one is saved alone!
Archbishop Xuereb highlighted the message of our Holy 
Father ‘no one is saved alone’ which made us realise the 
need for cooperation with each other to achieve harmony 
amidst barriers, cultural and regional differences, and 
economic gaps. It is impossible for us to overcome the 
present crisis without cooperation and collaboration.  The 
suggestion on co-production of programmes at 
international level by Mr. Romulus Lee of CPBC is an  
opportunity for us to practice global cooperation.. 

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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Communicating with an open heart, reaching out to the 
isolated and indifferent ones, and cooperating with those  
who are different from us require sacrifice and generosity. 

I believe that we must do this from our hearts through love. 
Cardinal Andrew Yeom of the Archdiocese of Seoul 
reiterated this saying ‘indifference is the obstacle to 
communication and love of neighbours is fundamental for 
communication’. 

Cardinal Andrew Yeom said that Jesus, who preached the 
Gospel of love, is a role model for all Catholic 
communicators. Motivating everyone, Dr. Thamrong 
Rattanaparnudet of the Catholic Social Communications of 
Thailand said, ‘let’s share love and care for each other’.

Beyond blood relations!
 
The proposal of Fr. Masahide Haresaku from the 
Archdiocese of Tokyo, Japan, to dine together beyond 
blood relations  with the weak is yet another way to spread 
love and peace.

The three-day conference exploring the mission of the 
Catholic community and the need for new Catholic 
communication strategies inspired all of to plunge into 
action.  The Keynote address from Cardinal Louis Antonio 
Tagle convinced us of the fact that love can eradicates the 
fear. Pandemic affected all countries in the world, but on 
the other hand it connected the world that requires general 
solidarity. 

We should take this opportunity to regenerate energy for 
better humanity and become one human family. It’s time to 
proclaim Good News through words and deeds!. Let’s just 
do it.
                                      - Anna YOU, Korea

FOCUSSIGNIS ASIA
SATV Conference

           Statement of the Conference
We, the members of SIGNIS Asia TV Desk, drawn from 13 
countries (Cambodia, Hong Kong, Nepal, India, Indonesia, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Philippines, 
Singapore and Thailand), gathered virtually via the 
Catholic Peace Broadcasting Corporation (CPBC) in Korea 
from 12th to 14th May 2021, to discuss and deliberate on 
the theme "Bridging Over the Pandemic: Invitation to a 
New Catholic Communication".
 
We resolve to find common ground with the people of Asia 
via networking and the production of TV and social media 
programmes and through this, feel an acute sense of 
interconnectedness as we become a channel of hope and 
courage.

We resolve to keep ourselves flexible in interchanging 
times, advancing the use of media technologies and utilize 
social media as a great tool for good and powerful 
messages - so that we can address issues of indifference in 
appropriate ways.

We aim to use these bridges to reach the faithful even in 
the poverty-stricken villages of Asia where they struggle to 
access accurate information.

We resolve to work towards a solution by committing to 
more cross-border co-productions that will continue to 
promote: compassion, critical rethinking of human 
progress, a renewed solidarity, and a sustainable future.

We resolve to accept it as our mission to work closely with 
Catholic organizations like CPBC to meet, engage and 
enrich communication efforts that will continue to bridge 
the faith – however convenient or inconvenient the 
situation is.                          - The Conference Team.
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SWC 2022 Prayer Day

Aiso, let the light shine upon us as we prepare for the 
Congress,and we ask that You provide us with those who 
may offer their prayers, services, and generous 
contributions.  

Let all those engaged in the media industry become 
communicators of culture promoting peace and help al! 
those around the world. 

We pray that all communications on Earth may help 
reveal Your glory and sow the gift of peace. Amen. 

Blessed Virgin Mary, Queen of Peace Pray for us. 
Saint Oscar Romero, Pray for us. 

Saint Andrew Taegon Kim and all the Martyr Saints of 
Korea,  Pray for us.

SWC 2022 Praying Day
The purpose of this initiative is to pray that the next 
SIGNIS World Congress will come to fruition and to pray 
together around the world for all those involved in this 
global event.

This global Praying Day will be 22nd day of every month 
until the opening of the world Congress in Seoul, Korea in 
August of 2022.

Together in prayer through the legacy of our patron St. 
Oscar Romero and St. Taejon Kim, SIGNIS members will 
be united as a global community of communicators in the 
service of peace in their own countries and regions.

We also ask that this prayer be part of all of our 
organization's activities, such as gatherings, 
conferences, seminars and other official SIGNIS events.

Prayer for SIGNIS World Congress 2022

O God, by your Word, You have created the universe 
and sent us Our Saviour. 

We thank You, God, for summoning us in spreading the 
good news through mass communication. 

O God, as we embark on this endeavour under the theme 
Peace in the Digital World.

We ask that You lead the SIGNIS world Congress 2022
so that it may send the message of peace to the world. 
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SA Cinema Desk Training 

An International Online Workshop on 'Cinema Literacy' 
was held from 14-18, June 2021 organised by the Cinema 
Desk of SIGNIS Asia. Sixty-three participants (teachers, 
media professionals, youth leaders, and educators) from 
Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Philippines, and Korea, participated in the programme. 

The course content included, image literacy, film 
appreciation: thematic, technical, ethnographic, and 
aesthetic, film language, critical film analysis, film 
evaluation, women and children in films, film direction, 
techniques of film making, cineliteracy teaching 
techniques, and film festivals.

The Resource team
Prof. Jenith Sekar of NISCORT, New Delhi, Prof. Vikas 
Singh from Delhi University, Fr. Benedict from Alaigal 
Media, and Dr. Magimai Pragasam, film maker and media 
consultant were the resource persons. 

The entire programme was coordinated by Fr. Joseph Vu 
Huu Hein, Ms. Maria Hwang and Dr. Magimai Pragasam 
(Team Leader), with Mac Machida, the Chief Coordinator, 
and the Chair of Cinema Desk, SIGNIS Asia. 

The participants spent three hours a day in the sessions and 
spent extra time for preparing daily assignments given by 
resource persons. The PowerPoint presentations, short films 
and clippings from well-known films, personal experiences 
and short exercises used by the resource persons created the 
much needed interest and motivation among the 
participants. It also enabled the participants to understand 
the concepts and techniques of film appreciation in detail.

Two hundred assignments
Nearly two hundred assignments were received from the 
participants during the five days, and this stands a testimony 
to the passion and commitment of the participants towards 
the programme. Assignments were corrected and sent back 
to the participant by the resource persons.  

'I am blessed to be part of this workshop, which is really 
amazing' said Dr. Aarrfa Rajput from Delhi.  'Sincere thanks 
and gratitude to the Cinema Desk for this workshop’, she 
added. 
‘ 
‘I am fascinated by the presentations, knowledge, skills, and 
experience of the resource persons. In the light of this 
workshop, we are going to implement some activities soon', 
said Bindu Suman Rosario of Bangladesh.

International Workshop on Cineliteracy TOT (Training of Trainers)
by Cinema Desk of SIGNIS Asia

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021



Catherine Chinneimawi from North East India said, 'I 
value this programme greatly and looking forward to 
animating the seminarians and aspirants'.  Seong Yoon 
Ryu of Korea said, 'It was a great honour to join the classes 
and it was a wonderful journey'.

I’m excited to share with others!
Luz Villanueva of Philippines said, 'I really appreciate the 
programme and I'm excited to share what I've learned to 
our high school students and teachers'. 

'We really appreciate the authentic commitment of the 
organisers and resource persons in making this 
programme a success' said Linton from Sri Lanka. 

'I was very happy and grateful when I received the 
Certificate for completing the five-day workshop on Cine-
literacy. It was amazing to learn a lot on cineliteracy 
during a short span of time. Thank you very much for the 
certificate. I am privileged to own a one' said Sr. NgocLan 
FMM from Vietnam. 

The second phase of the programme for the same 
participants will be held in December  2021. 
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Practicals at local level!
In the meantime, the participants would conduct a 
cineliteracy session on a chosen topic at local level in a 
school, parish, or an institute for young people, using all 
the techniques and content learnt. 

The video documentation of the same would be sent to 
organisers for evaluation during the second phase of the 
programme. 

Resource guide!
A 143 pages resource guide (eBook) prepared by Dr. Magi, 
on 'cineliteracy' containing resource materials from 
resource persons ,Fr.Jenith Sekar, Prof. Vikas Singh and 
Fr. Benedict  Rajkumar was presented to all the 
participants prior to the programme for reference.

The programme ended on 18th June with concluding 
remarks by Mac Machida, the Chair of Cinema Desk and 
an, address by Fr. Anucha Joseph Chaiyadej, the 
President of SIGNIS Asia, an evaluation by Dr. Magi, the 
Team Leader and final prayer by Fr. Joseph Vu Huu Hein, 
one of the Coordinators of the programme.
                                                           -Dr. Magi
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SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk organized a three online training 
programmes to equip our member to become effective film 
reviewers and critics so that they can contribute articles for 
CineMag and other local publications.

The training was also aimed at providing knowledge and 
orientation on international film festivals and world cinema.  
Members from eight Asian countries participated in these 
programmes with great enthusiasm.
 
Dr. Guido Convents, a film historian, Secretary of the 
Belgian professional film press and the President fo the 
international afrika film festival in Leuven and Arab film 
festival in Brussels shared his knowledge during the first 
training held from 17 – 20 May 2021. The fifteen hour 
session on 'History of World Cinema and SIGNIS ' was well 
received by the participants.

History of world cinema!
The course content included 'History of World Cinema, 
involvement of SIGNIS in cinema activities, International 
and local cinema awards, and festivals. 

He shared on the nature and functions of international 
film juries, OCIC/SIGNIS jury, ecumenical jury, inter-
religious jury and so on,  

He also highlighted the criteria for choosing the best film 
by OCIC/SIGNIS which include high artistic quality, 

Gospel perspective, Christian responsibility and human 
progress, universal impact and inventive expression.

The participants : 
Tsuneaki (Mac) Machida, Fr C R Justy, Fr Joshan Rodrigues
Dr. Aarfa Rajput, Jennifer Josephine Emily 
Mabanta-Fenomeno, Mr. Donny N. Lastimosa, Mr Stanley 
Hector, Fr. Deepak Anto, Mrs. Julita R. Ilano, Mr. Bernardo 
Factor Cañaberal and Dr. Magimai Pragasam.

The Second phase of the Cineliteracy Workshop was held 
from 24-28 May 2021 conducted by Mr. Vikas Singh, a film 
academician, research scholar, and a film maker).

The genre of cinema
He shared his knowledge and experiences on 'Different 
Genre of Cinema' that included drama, comedy, thriller, 
romance, action, horror, crime, adventure, mystery, family, 
fantasy, sci-fi, animation, history, biography, musical, war 
and sports.

His interactive sessions with clippings and discussions 
made the learning easy for the participants and developed 
much interest in films.

The participants :
Tsuneaki (Mac) Machida, Fr C R Justy, Fr Joshan 
Rodrigues, Dr. Aarfa Rajput, Jennifer Josephine Emily 
Mabanta-Fenomeno, Mr. Donny N. Lastimosa, Mr Stanley 
Hector, Fr. Deepak Anto, Mrs. Julita R. Ilano and Dr. 
Magimai Pragasam.
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The third and final workshop on 'Cinema and it’s effect on 
society building' was conducted by Mr. Melwyn Williams, a 
film director, writer, actor, producer and founder of Ladakh 
International film festival. 

He emphasized on film analysis and a deep understanding 
on the form and content of the films for people who wish to 
be experts in film. He stressed upon the film structure both 
at macro and micro levels, relationship of structure, 
meaning , emotive aspect, values, image construction, and 
design in film composition. His interactive sessions were 
well appreciated by the participants.

The participants : 

Tsuneaki (Mac) Machida, Fr C R Justy, Dr. Aarfa Rajput 
(One Day) ,Mr. Donny N. Lastimosa, Jennifer Josephine and 
Emily Mabanta-Fenomeno. The members of Cineliteracy 
Team are T. Mac Machida , Fr. Stanley and Fr. C. R. Justy of  
SIGNIS Asia Cinema Desk. 

                                                        - Fr.C.R.Justy
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The television serial on 'Jesus' in Hindi titled 'Yeshu' 
which was telecast through one of the popular televisions 
in India attracted millions of people both in India and 
abroad.  It completed its 84th episode on 14th April 2021 
that went on air uninterrupted from Monday to Friday 
every week.

Utkarsh Naithani, an actor, flutist and a writer, played the 
role of Jesus in 'Yeshu' which was based on the research 
done by the Divine Word Missionary Fr. John Paul Herman 
SVD who is currently working as the Director of the media 
commission of the Catholic dioceses of Jaipur and 
Rajasthan.

 Fr. John Paul Herman, a media professional, and an active 
member of SIGNIS India says, 'the story of Jesus has not 
been sufficiently heard by Hindi speaking people who form 
the majority of Indian population and I am happy to be part 
of this mission that reached several millions of people 
around the world.

The script
Dr. John Paul worked on the script from March 2020 
onwards and the lock-down provided the much needed 
time for him to focus on the script fully. The serial was 
produced by Arvind Bannal Productions Pvt Ltd, a Mumbai 
based production house.  

‘

Yeshu' is a story of an exceptionally benevolent child who 
only wants to do good and spread happiness all around him. 
His love and compassion for all was in stark contrast to the 
darkness and evil forces that were prevalent during his birth 
and childhood. The atrocities against his family and the 
society had created deep impressions in his mind. 

His attempt to help others and ease their pain often lead to 
situations where he inevitably ended up with hurt feelings. 
He was hurt and condemned by not just the oppressors but 
also the people at large. But that did not stop him from 
continuing his journey. It's not only the most iconic story of 
good versus evil, but it also captured the beautiful 
relationship between Yeshu and his guide, his mother.

The story
The story of Jesus presented in an Indian context attracted 
the audience naturally, especially the non-Christians. It gave 
them the missing values in the society.

The Story of Yeshu was based not only on New Testament 
but also the other gospels, traditions,  interpretations and 
sources. The creative presentation of the serial gained 
viewer's support dramatically and increased the viewership 
greatly.  The duration of each episode was about 22-25 
minutes.

Television Programme

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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'Initially we were nervous as the serial contained stories that 
were not found in Bible, but the first promo, attracted over 3 
million people. It drew some criticism in the beginning. We 
were taking some creative measures to enhance the 
characters and the storyline along the line of Christian faith. 

My dream !
‘I thank the TV team and the producer Mr. Arvind Babbal for 
taking up such a bold step to bring out this serial and for 
having given me an opportunity to be part of this project' said 
Fr. Herman recalling his from memories of his production.

‘This mega serial had been my dream' said Fr. Herman who 
was much influenced by dance dramas of by Fr. George 
Proksh during his childhood and who worked closely with Fr. 
Proksch, a German SVD missionary, who made a significant 
contribution to music, dance and Hindi writings in India.

 

Fr. John Paul completed his doctorate on Fr. Proksh's book 
titled 'Khristayaan' and his other books written in Indian 
perspectives. He did a doctorate degree in Hindi literature 
from Devi Ahilya University, formerly known as Indore 
University. He also associated with another Divine Word 
Missionary Dr. Francis Barboza, the well-known 
Bharatanatyam dancer for whom, Fr. Hernam had written a 
ballet called 'Preetinriteshar' on the life of Jesus and later 
produced a 100 dance drama 'Antardvad' with 500 artists on 
stage during the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the 
Archdiocese of Delhi in 2019.

                                                                 -FJP   

SIGNIS Asia Focus - November 2021
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A worldwide Salesian film festival, a unique project, first of 
its kind to involve young people globally to create short 
films on the theme of hope, is indeed a great initiative that 
fosters youth leadership, creative engagement, and 
sharing of the gospel values. 

This “Don Bosco Global Youth Film Festival” (DBGYFF), is 
scheduled to take place on 18 and 19 November 2021, in 
hundreds of locations in 135 countries around the world, in 
all time zones. The Rector Major of the Salesian 
Congregation, Fr Ángel Fernández Artime, launched the 
“Don Bosco Global Youth Film Festival” at the Salesian 
Congregation headquarters in Italy. 

The Don Bosco Global Youth Film Festival (DBGYFF) is 
structured as a creative global platform, through which 
young people from all over the world can showcase and 
build their dreams and aspirations. Inspired by the Strenna 
of our Rector Major, “Moved by hope”, it is a clarion call to 
encourage and engage young people to become 
ambassadors of hope, and agents of transformation in our 
society. 

Over a thousand short films from over hundred countries have 
been submitted for this film festival. With the help of an 
international jury, the short films will be selected in the three 
categories- live action short films, animated short films and 
music videos and awards will be presented to the best films. 

The winning short films will be screened and broadcasted in 
movie theatres, schools, colleges, institutions and in online 
and offline media networks in the various countries. In 
Conversation With… talks and interactive Q&A sessions with 
actors and creators will be hosted during the screenings 
programme. To increase the accessibility of the Festival, all 
films screened digitally will be closed-captioned in English.

Fr. Gildasio Mendes, the General Councilor for Social 
Communication affirmed, “It's an initiative that fulfills very 
well the numerous objectives of the Salesian Social 
Communication Department.  It is a proposal of 
communication from an educational pastoral perspective, a 
way of being actively present in the digital world with a clear 
Salesian identity and charism, announcing the Good News 
and the message of the Strenna 2021.  

  DB Youth Film Festival
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It encourages to promote educational and creative 
dialogue with young people in their digital habitat, 
promote youth ambassadors of hope, and develop 
synergies between Salesians and young people both 
locally and globally.”

“The Don Bosco Global Film Festival ( DBGFF) is dedicated 
to supporting independent short films and cultivating 
emerging and established young filmmaking talent. The 
Young Film-loving audiences can come to enjoy a diverse 
selection of short films on the theme of “Moved by Hope”.  
Our mission is to celebrate the art of cinematic storytelling 
by showcasing films which inspire and motivate the young 
and give hope, peace and joy during this post Covid 
pandemic context”. ” said Fr. Harris Pakkam SDB, Don 
Bosco Global Film Festival Director.

To foster and encourage greater participation, the 
Dicastery for Social Communication has also provided very 
substantial prizes for the winners, totalling a sum of 
100,000 euros. The winners will be decided based on the 
three categories, by a group of jury comprising of 
prominent figures from the world of cinema, youth icons, 
and authorities from the Salesian world. Any youth under 
the age of 30 can engage and participate, regardless of 
their religion or their connection with the Salesian 
presences.

You too can partner and host the Don Bosco Youth Global 
Film Festival in your respective countries.  

Kindly visit our website 

www.dbgyff.com which is available in five languages 
(English, Italian, Spanish, French and Portuguese) and 
connect with the organising team. 

“Don Bosco Global Youth Film Festival” (DBGYFF), is 
scheduled to take place on 18 and 19 November 2021, in 
hundreds of locations in 135 countries around the world, in all 
time zones. For regular updates follow the links below.

www.dbgyff.com

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8yR3hjL254ybjGQteH
vh2Q

https://www.facebook.com/DBGYFF/

https://www.instagram.com/dbgyff/

https://twitter.com/ dbgyff

                                         -Fr. Joaquim Fernandes sdb
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Without much fanfare, the “synodal process” of the 
Catholic Church started in dioceses and parishes across 
the world on Sunday, October 17, with bishops and priests 
explaining to the faithful what it is all about.

The “process” is one big deal. It's something 
“revolutionary.” It is “an expansion” of the established 
institution called the “Synod of Bishops.”

Instead of only the men of the cloth talking about the 
Church and its direction, the faithful are supposed to be 
consulted, to be heard. Parishioners, monks, nuns, and 
members of the academe, even those who are not 
attending Sunday Masses are supposed to be heard.

The Catholic faithful are supposed to talk and demand and 
commit the Church, the institutional Church, to take a 
stand on human rights, the environment, the abuses 
members of the clergy have committed, including sex 
abuses in many parts of the world.

The synodal process is a chance for every Juan and Maria 
to voice out their concerns, and also their commitment to 
the Church where they belong. The archbishop of Vienna 
said “synodality” simply means “to walk together.”

But to walk together, everyone must be settled. Aside from 
the homilies on Sunday, what are the next steps. How are 
the faithful heard? What are the processes in place. What is 
the role of Basic Ecclesial Communities? 

Will there be a forum provided for everyone?

The country's Catholic bishops said the process, which will 
culminate two years from now in a meeting in Rome, aims to 
discern the “signs of our times” for the Church to respond to 
the calls of the present-day world.

What are the “signs of the times” that the Church leaders talk 
about?

These include the coronavirus pandemic, the scandals not 
only in the Church but in society, in the government, in our 
daily lives, the “secularism and materialism,” and the “double-
edged” power of the digital world.

  Synodal process
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The 'synodal process' has started. What now?
If we don't put ourselves into the process, it would just be

 another futile exercise "full of sound and fury, signifying nothing”
“A synodal Church is a Church which listens” – Pope Francis
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The bishops noted “the erosion of ethical values and 
idolatry of relativism,” the “antipathy and disdain against 
traditional institutions” like the Church, and the effects of 
“ecological abuse, terror and violence.

How are these translated to the small Christian 
communities in the barrios, the backbone of the Catholic 
faithful in many places in the country. How are these big 
words translated into the daily struggles of the people as 
they confront the challenges of the pandemic but refuse to 
be vaccinated because they might turn into zombies?

Following the suggestion of Pope Francis, Philippine 
Church leaders said that they expect to address the “hard 
questions” during the process.

“How is our Church within?” “How is this journeying 
together happening today in our local Church?” “What 
steps does the Spirit invite us to take in order to grow in 
our 'journeying together'?”

That's a lot to process. That's a lot of difficult questions. 
How indeed is the Church doing internally? How are 
pastors leading the flock in the midst of the pandemic, in 
the midst of the divisive political exercise in the country, in 
the midst of clergy's personal insecurities.

“How is the Church together with the entire human 
family?” “Are we still salt and light for the world?” “Is 
dialogue our way of life?”

“How willing are we to listen with humility and respect 
despite differences?” “Have we become haughty or 
insensitive to the groans of suffering humanity?”

These are questions that the faithful are supposed to reflect 
and provide answers. These are issues that everyone should 
honestly address with the lens of the Gospel and address in 
the spirit of the Church's social teachings.

There's a lot of work in the coming months. This early, there's 
a lot to hope for, too. Everyone should get involved, should get 
excited, not only the bishops. Because if we don't put 
ourselves into it, the process would just be another futile 
exercise that would be written later as “a tale told by an idiot, 
full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.”

I just had to quote Macbeth.

- Jose Torres Jr,
Editor-At-Large of LiCAS.news

Source: LiCAS.news
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SIGNIS Asia Focus is an E-Newsletter of SIGNIS ASIA which 
is published four times a year (July, October, January and 
April from Chennai, India. Members are kindly requested to 
share News and Views, programmes and productions in 
SIGNIS ASIA FOCUS. Kindly send your materials to 
magimai2005@gmail.com

Dear SIGNIS Asia Friends,

Greetings!
Although COVID 19 has made our life and work much 
complicated, we have not lost our spirit and hope. We 
continue to march ahead with renewed strength and 
determination. 

The SIGNIS Asia TV desk and Cinema desk have 
successfully conducted their regional programmes. The 
Journalism desk is introducing a seven-week programme 
(two hours a week) for Asian Journalists. Media 
education, Radio and Digital desks will be launching  
their programmes shortly. SIGNIS Asia continues to be 
active even during COVID period. 

SIGNIS Asia's study days and assembly will be held from 
17-19 November 2021. We look forward to more young 
people to join us. We will explore  various possibilities of 
collaborating with 'people-centered development' 
organisations across Asia.

We have to work towards the empowerment of the 
marginalised in our society. Fourteen scholars across the 
globe will be addressing us during the planned webinar. 
Do join us. We look forward to your support and 
cooperation for the success of this event. 

Do write to us about your activities.

Dr. Magimai Pragasam,
Editor, SAF.

www.facebook.com/signisasia
www.signisasia.net
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